Two Man Transfer

Safe Biomechanics

UNIT FISIOTERAPI

Position wheelchair at 45O

HOSPITAL REHABILITASI CHERAS

towards bed
Staff 1 stand in front of patient need to bent forward

Transfer
and
Lifting
Technique

and hold patient’s both leg.
Staff 1 waiting instruction
from Staff 2 to transfer patient to bed.

Staff 2 stand behind patient
and hold patient forearm as
the picture.
By count to three both staff
1 & 2 lift up patient and
shift patient to bed

Any Inquiry Please Contact
Unit Fisioterapi
Hospital Rehabilitasi Cheras
Jalan Yaacob Latif
56000 Bandar Tun Razak Kuala Lumpur

Pivot Transfer
1)

Two Man Pivot Transfer

Position the wheelchair at patient’s strong side

Position at patient’s strong

and 45O to the surface you’re moving towards.
2)

side and wheelchair at 45

Repeat step 1 to 4 from Pivot Transfer

O

Remove the arm rest and foot rest and lock the
brakes of the wheelchair.

3)

4)

Assist patient to scoot to the edge of the surface

Shift patient to the edge of

until both feet are firmly planted on the ground.

bed

With your knees and feet, straddle the patient’s

Bent your knee to straddle

leg that is farthest from the surface you’re trans-

the patient’s leg

ferring towards
5)

Grasp patient’s waist for

Grasp the patient around the waist, communicate

preparation transfer.

timing of the transfer. Such as 1,2,3
6)

knee.

Count to three then rock the patient’s hips and

Count to three then rock the

buttocks towards you, then gently move them

patient’s hips and buttocks

forward away from you into wheelchair.
7)

towards you

Have the patient should reach his or her hands to
their corresponding arm rests on the wheelchair
or push from the bed.

8)

1) Staff 1 need to bent both knee and straddle patient’s both

2) Grasp the patient around the waist, communicate timing
of the transfer. Such as 1,2,3
3) Staff 2 stand behind patient and in between wheelchair

Patient need to push from

and bed. Staff 2 support patient’s hip and waiting instruc-

the bed

tion from Staff 1 to transfer patient to bed.

Assist the patient by guiding and pivoting the pa-

Patient should reach his or

tient around toward wheelchair.

her hands to their corresponding arm rests on the
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wheelchair

∗

Never let a patient hold onto your neck when
transferring

Assist the patient by guiding

∗

Never put a gait belt or your arms/ hands under a

and pivoting the patient to

patients arms (in the armpit) during transfers,

wheelchair

because this could damage the cluster of nerves
located there, called the “brachial plexus”.
∗

The patient shouldn’t hold on to you or your
clothing

Gently move patient forward away from you into
wheelchair

4) Count to three then rock the patient’s hips and buttocks
towards Staff 1 assist by Staff 2.
5) Staff 2 guide patient’s hip and assist Staff 1 to transfer
weight to the bed.
6) Together gentle put patient sit on edge of bed.

